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- Linux Foundation Rewards StepSecurity's Impact on CI/CD Pipeline Security Fixes for Critical Open Source Projects[4] [Ed: Having just participated in a FUD attack together with a Microsoft proxy, not to mention issued a report with it]

- Cardano Roundup: Lace Wallet Announcement, Hoskinson Proposes Self-Regulation, and Linux Foundation Membership[5] [Ed: The "Linux" Foundation misuses or sells the Linux brand, diluting the name and the project's identity]

- Can SONiC be the Linux of Networking? [6] [Ed: The Register now abuses the Linux brand to describe something of Microsoft, which is attacking Linux]

- Kuro: An Unofficial Microsoft To-Do Desktop Client [7]

Microsoft says that they love Linux and open-source, but we still do not have native support for a lot of its products on Linux.